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Abstract 

For the assessment of coronary stenoses severity, in-

tracoronary pressure and blood flow velocity were mea-

sured simultaneously during catheterization procedures. 

In 10 patients pressure measurements were performed 

distal and proximal of the stenoses. Simultaneously, the 

coronary blood flow velocity was recorded using Doppler 

ultrasound catheters. Data was recorded at resting con-

ditions and at hyperemia. All signals were digitized at 

200 Hz. Mean pressure gradients were plotted versus 

flow velocity, and linear regression was applied to the 

data. The slopes of the resulting lines were used as an 

indicator for stenosis severity. 

In addition, a new parameter for the degree of ob-

struction was derived by frequency analysis of proximal 

and distal pressure waveforms. For verification, the de-

scribed methods were compared to clinically established 

methods. 

 

1. Introduction 

The severity of coronary stenoses is usually assessed 

invasively by morphological measurements, such as 

quantitative coronary angiography (QCA) or intravascu-

lar ultrasound (IVUS). The recent development of guide 

wires with miniaturized sensor tips allows the evaluation 

of additional functional information, namely intracoro-

nary pressure and flow velocity. Various methods have 

been developed for this task, such as the calculation of 

myocardial fractional flow reserve (FFR) derived from 

pressure measurements [1] or coronary flow velocity re-

serve (CFVR), calculated from Doppler flow measure-

ments [2]. Currently, these functional parameters are only 

assessed separately in clinical practice and the validity of 

the measurements depends on a state of maximum flow 

(maximum hyperemia) [3]. A pressure based parameter 

that does not require hyperemia was developed by Brosh 

et. al., evaluating high frequency signal components [4]. 

The functional significance or resistance of a coronary 

stenosis can be described more accurately by simultane-

ous measurement of intracoronary blood flow and the 

pressure gradient caused by the obstruction [2]. Meas-

urements of flow-pressure relationships have been per-

formed in animals [5,6] and in patients [7,8]. However, 

simultaneous measurements are not used in clinical rou-

tine so far, because two sensor wires are needed and the 

evaluation of the combined measurements is not stan-

dardized yet and requires manual editing. 

The aim of this work is twofold: Firstly, the initial 

verification of an evaluation procedure for combined 

pressure and flow measurements that is feasible for clini-

cal practice. Secondly, the development of a robust pres-

sure based parameter which is independent of maximum 

hyperemia and can complement the information obtained 

with FFR in those cases where flow measurements are 

not feasible. This is done by spectral correlation of pres-

sure signals acquired proximal and distal of the lesions. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Clinical setup 

 

Figure 1: Measurement setup for intracoronary pressure 

and flow velocity signals. 

The measurements were performed with informed pa-

tient’s consent during routine procedures in the catheter 

lab. Patients who were scheduled for diagnostic catheteri-

zation or interventional procedures were selected for this 

trial. The aortic pressure pa proximal of a stenosis was 

measured using a fluid filled guiding catheter.  

A pressure guide wire (Radi pressure wire, Radi, Sweden 
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or Wavewire, Jomed, USA) was used for measuring the 

pressure pd distal of a lesion. Prior to the examinations 

the sensor of the pressure wire was placed near the outlet 

of the guiding catheter and the two pressure signals were 

equalized to avoid a signal offset. For flow velocity 

measurements a Doppler guide wire (Flowire, Jomed, 

USA) was also placed distally of the lesion in the vicinity 

of the pressure sensor. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the 

measurement setup. Maximum flow was induced by con-

tinuous intravenous infusion of 140 µg adenosine/kg/min. 

Thus, a significant pressure gradient a dp p p
� �

/  

occurs in the presence of a stenosis. 

Over a period of two minutes the two pressure signals 

and the flow velocity were recorded simultaneously, 

along with an electrocardiogram (ecg). A typical set of 

signals is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Typical dataset consisting of (a) ecg signal, (b) 

proximal (solid line) and distal (dashed line) pressure 

signals and (c) flow velocity, shown for two heart cycles. 

Mean values of pressure and flow are displayed as 

straight lines. 

2.2. Data processing and analysis 

The data was digitized at 200 Hz and stored on a personal 

computer for offline processing. Data analysis was per-

formed with the Matlab¾ software package (The Math 

Works Inc., USA).  

Prior to the analysis the data was low pass filtered to 

remove unwanted noise. A moving average filter was 

used to compute average pressure and flow signals. For 

each patient a time window was selected visually for data 

analysis. In this time window the intracoronary flow 

changed from resting conditions to intermediate flow and 

maximum hyperemia. In [2,7] it was shown that the flow-

pressure gradient relationship of a stenosis can be ap-

proximated by a 2nd order polynomial equation derived 

from fluid dynamics in rigid tubes: 
2

p a V b V
� � � � �  

Here, pF denotes the pressure gradient and V denotes the 

flow velocity. The values a and b are constants that have 

to be determined for stenosis characterization. However, 

this evaluation has to be performed in certain parts of the 

heart cycle [2], which requires manual selection of signal 

windows for each cycle. This approach is time consum-

ing and might not be feasible in clinical practice. There-

fore, in this work the average pressure gradient pF  was 

plotted against average flow velocity V , which has been 

previously investigated in animal models [6]. This ap-

proach does not require manual editing. Linear regression 

was  applied to the data and the graph of the resulting 

straight line was determined using the equation:  

p m V nF � � �
 

The value m denotes the slope of the straight line, which 

was used as a parameter to characterize the resistance Rs 

of a stenosis. The value n denotes the ordinate intercept 

(zero flow), which was not considered in the subsequent 

analysis. 

For the derivation of the proposed new spectral pa-

rameter, signal windows at resting conditions and at 

maximum hyperemia were evaluated separately, in order 

to test the hypothesis that hyperemia is not a prerequisite 

for this method. After removing the mean values, the 

instantaneous pressure signals were Fourier transformed. 

The frequency range of the signals was limited from 0 Hz 

to the 8th harmonic of the fundamental frequency. The 

cross correlation function (CCF) of the spectra was used 

to assess the stenosis severity. The normalized CCF can 

be expressed as: 
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In this equation, Pd and Pa denote the discrete Fourier 

transforms of the pressure signals, the window size is 

N samples, which was chosen to N = 1000 in the subse-

quent analysis. The maximum absolute value of the CCF 

max{ ( ) }R k  was used as a parameter for the degree of 

obstruction.  

For verification purposes the results were compared to 

FFR, which is currently the most accurate clinically es-

tablished method for functional stenosis assessment. It is 

defined as /
d a

FFR p p? , where 
d

p  and 
a

p  are the 

mean pressure values proximal and distal of a stenosis, 

measured at maximum hyperemia. Stenoses with 

0.75FFR >  are functionally significant [9] and usually 

treated by percutaneous intraluminal angioplasty (PTCA). 
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3. Results 

The severity of the examined stenoses ranged from 

angiographically mild to severe obstructions, with FFR 

values between 0.96 and 0.66. In all patients maximum 

hyperemia was induced by intravenous infusion of 

adenosine. In Figure 3 the mean pressure gradient is plot-

ted versus the mean flow velocity. Four datasets are ex-

emplarily shown. In each set the flow ranges from resting 

conditions to hyperemia, which is patient specific. Due to 

the presence of stenoses the pressure gradient also rises. 

The graphs reflect different degrees of hemodynamic 

significance. Stenosis resistance changes from moderate 

to high with increasing slope, which was verified by FFR 

and QCA. The correlation of the linear regression is 

 for all graphs. Figure 4 shows the comparison 

of the estimated slopes m with FFR for all ten patients. 

As expected, the slopes increase with stenosis severity, as 

indicated by FFR. 

0.95r @

 

Figure 3: Flow-pressure gradient relationship for four 

patients with different degrees of obstruction. Linear re-

gression (solid lines) is applied to the data (dotted lines) 

Figure 4: Estimated slopes /m P V	 
 plotted versus 

FFR (r = 0.93) 

The results for the spectral cross correlation are shown 

in Figures 5and 6. Here, the maximum of the CCF is 

plotted versus FFR for resting conditions (Figure 5) and 

the state of maximum flow (Figure 6). The linear 

regressions show a correlation of r = 0.89 and r = 0.91, 

respectively. Note that FFR was measured at maximum 

flow conditions in both cases. 

 

 
Figure 5: Maximum of the normalized cross correla-

tion function at resting flow conditions (CCFrest) plotted 

versus FFR (r = 0.89) 

 

 
Figure 6: Maximum of the normalized cross correla-

tion function at maximum hyperemia (CCFhyp) plotted 

versus FFR (r = 0.91) 

4. Discussion 

The results show a high correlation between FFR and 

the slope of the mean flow-pressure gradient relationship. 

As expected the slopes increase with stenosis severity. 

This suggests that the flow-pressure relationship derived 

from mean values is a useful indicator to characterize 

functional stenoses severity. The evaluation of mean val-

ues is a robust method that does not require manual edit-

ing. Furthermore, the slope as a single parameter for le-
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sion assessment seems to be sufficient and more conven-

ient as opposed to the analysis of 2nd order polynomials. 

It is known from fluid dynamics that the simultaneous 

measurement of pressure and flow velocity describes a 

lesion most accurately [2,5]. Thus, this method might 

have advantages in comparison to FFR in some cases. 

This fact cannot be shown in this study, however, be-

cause FFR is currently the best validated physiological 

index. In order to verify the advantages of combined 

pressure and flow measurements, additional clinical trials 

with larger patient populations are needed.  

The maxima of the spectral cross correlation functions 

decrease with lower FFR values as shown in Figures 5 

and 6. The evaluation at maximum flow shows a higher 

correlation with the regression curve than the results at 

resting conditions. However, the correlation (r = 0.89) of 

the linear regression for resting conditions suggests that 

spectral cross correlation can provide a useful parameter 

also for the nonhyperemic state. Thus, it can be used in 

cases where maximum flow cannot be induced. The 

spectral evaluation of pressure signals was previously 

investigated by Brosh et. al. [4]. This approach evaluates 

high frequency components in the region of the dichrotic 

notch [4], which is characteristic for arterial pressure 

waveforms. However, sometimes intracoronary pressure 

measurements do not show a prominent dichrotic notch. 

In those cases the cross correlation of signal spectra 

might be more accurate because this method does not 

require the selection of a region within a pressure cycle. 

5. Conclusions 

This work presented first clinical results of intracoro-

nary pressure and blood flow velocity analysis for the 

assessment of coronary stenosis severity. The slope of the 

flow-pressure relationship calculated from mean values 

was used as a parameter for stenosis characterization. 

This evaluation method proved to be robust and did not 

require manual editing. The comparison with the frac-

tional flow reserve showed a high correlation, which sug-

gests that this method is feasible in clinical practice. 

Furthermore, spectral analysis of pressure waveforms 

was investigated. The maximum of the spectral cross 

correlation function showed a correlation to FFR of 

 both at resting conditions and maximum 

hyperemia. Therefore, this parameter can potentially be 

used in cases where induction of hyperemia is not possi-

ble. This has to be verified in subsequent clinical studies 

with a higher patient population. 

0.89r ‡

Future work will be dedicated to the quantification of 

the parameters derived in this work. In comparison with 

the best validated approach in the evaluation of coronary 

artery stenosis severity (FFR), upcoming clinical trials 

will have to determine suitable threshold values as guide-

lines for clinical decisions for subsequent interventional 

procedures. 
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